
Football Agent Declaration
for

Football Agent Activity  
as a Company

 

The company’s full name as stated in the Articles

The company’s full address (including telephone number, email address and website) 

( the "company") 

                                          (first name(s) and last name(s) of the relevant football agent)

   HEREBY DECLARE:
1.  In the football agent activity, I myself and the company I represent will observe and comply with all mandatory 

provisions of national and international law, including in particular those relating to negotiation and conclusion of 
contracts. In addition, I declare that both the company I represent and I myself agree to be bound in the football 
agent activity by the rules and regulations issued by the Danish Football Association ("DBU"), UEFA and FIFA. 

2. The company I represent is not and I myself am not employed with, hold no elected office in and have no financial 
interest in (i) FIFA, (ii) a confederation, (iii) a national association, (iv) a league, (v) a club or (vi) an organization 
or (vii) a company affiliated with any of the above. In case of any doubt about a potential or actual conflict of 
interest, I agree, on my own behalf as well as on behalf of the company, to submit all relevant material.  

3. I am not employed as an official as defined in clause 3.3 of the DBU Regulations Governing Football Agents, and 
nor will I hold such position in the near future. 

4.  I have a good reputation, and I enclose a copy of my criminal record.
 
 In addition, I declare that the company and related natural persons in the form of owners, including direct and 

indirect shareholders, board members and commissioners have a good reputation as well. 

5. Pursuant to clause 14.6 of the DBU Regulations Governing Football Agents, I will not receive or make any 
payments to be made by one club to another in connection with a transfer, such as transfer fees, training 
compensation, solidarity contributions and any interest in a future transfer fee.

 

                1 A football agent who comes from a country which does not issue criminal records based on similar criteria must submit  

other documentation of a similar nature.    

 

I, the undersigned

(Each football agent engaged in the football agent activity in the 
company must fill in a football agent declaration)



6. Pursuant to clause 14.8 of the DBU Regulations Governing Football Agents, neither the company I represent nor I 
myself will receive any payment from the  parties if the player in question is under the age of 18 when the player 
contract or the transfer agreement is signed.

7. Neither the company I represent nor I myself will engage, whether directly or indirectly, or otherwise become 
involved in betting, gambling, lotteries, manipulation (”matchfixing”), similar unethical conduct, etc. in connection 
with football matches. I accept that the company I represent and I myself are forbidden from having an active 
or passive financial interest in companies, enterprises, organizations, etc. engaged in promoting, facilitating, 
arranging or conducting such events or transactions. 

8. Pursuant to the DBU Regulations Governing Football Agents in force from time to time, I consent on my own 
behalf and on behalf of the company I represent  to DBU obtaining the full details of all amounts of whatever 
nature paid by a club or a player to me or the company I represent for the football agent activity. 

9. Pursuant to the DBU Regulations Governing Football Agents in force from time to time, I consent on my own 
behalf and on behalf of the company I represent to DBU, UEFA and FIFA being given access to all contracts, 
agreements and documents in connection with the football agent activity, if necessary for their investigations. 
Accordingly, I consent to those organizations also being given access to other relevant documentation from other 
parties advising on, facilitating or actively participating in the negotiations for which I myself am or the company I 
represent is responsible. 

10. Pursuant to the DBU Regulations Governing Football Agents in force from time to time, I consent on my own 
behalf and on behalf of the company I represent to DBU holding and processing any data for publication 
purposes. 

11. Pursuant to the DBU Regulations Governing Football Agents in force from time to time, I consent on my own 
behalf and on behalf of the company I represent to DBU publishing and informing FIFA of any disciplinary 
sanctions taken against the company I represent or against me personally. 

12. I fully understand and accept that this declaration will be communicated to members of the competent DBU 
bodies. 

13. I would like to make the following additional comments and observations:

I have given this declaration in good faith, and its accuracy is based on the information available to me at this 
point in time, and I accept that, if necessary, DBU is entitled to verify the accuracy of the information contained 
herein. I further accept that I must immediately notify DBU of any changes to the above information after signing 
this declaration. 

(Place and date) (Signature)
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